Some problems related to the class of program schemata introduced by R. M. Karp and R. M. Miller in paper [1] are solved in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Investigation of program properties which are invariant with respect to equivalence transformations of programs (when a definition is given) is of great interest for programming practice. In this connection a general "equivalence problem" arises, i.e., the problem of existence of an algorithm which for two arbitrary programs recognizes if they are equivalent or not (see survey paper [2] ).
The papers concerned with this problem may be divided into two classes. Concrete programs, in which the operators and logical conditions are general recursive functions, are considered in the first class. A partial recursive function, which transforms the input data into the output values produced by a program execution, is associated with the program. Two programs are equivalent if the partial recursive functions associated with these programs in such a way are equal. The equivalence problem in this case t/ons, and a set R(u) C M, whose elements are range locations, are associated with any operator u ~ U. The set M is called memory. 2 . With any operator u ~ U a set X u ----{fi, t h ..... Uk~)} is associated and X is a sum of sets X, for all u e U. Intuitively ti denotes an "initiation" of the operator u and u i (i = 1,..., k(u)) denotes a "termination" of the operator u. 3 . We suppose that the function t is total on all the pairs containing the "termination" symbols.
In order to give an interpretation of a K-M schema, it is necessary to specify an initial content c o of the memory M (i.e., to associate an integer number with every element of M) and to associate with every operator u ~ U general recursive functions fu : C' ---> C I, g~ : C r ~ {u 1 ..... uk(~)} (C is the set of all integer numbers; r, 1 are the numbers of elements in D(u) and R(u), respectively; if R(u) -~--;~, then only g~ is associated with u).
A word N = x 1 "" x n "" over the alphabet X (N can be finite, infinite or empty) is confirmed by an interpretation J of the K-NI schema S = (M, U, X, Q, q0, t) (then N is called a computation for S) if it can be generated in the following way:
i. We fix an initial content Co of the memory NI, co being defined by ], and an initial state q0 E Q.
ii. Let aword N~ ----xx'" xn(n ~ 0) be built and the automaton S be in astate q. Then, if t(q, fl) is not defined for allu ~ U and the number of "initiations" of every operator u is equal to the number of its "terminations" in Nn, then 1~1 = N n is the word we need and the process is finished. We may suppose xn+ x -~ fi lift(q,/0 is defined. If xn+ 1 ~ fi, then the automaton S turns into the state t(q, ti). We may suppose xn+l -~ ui iff the number of "initiations" of an operator u is more than the number s of its "terminations" and gn(c) = ui (where c is the content of the domain locations D(u) just before the (s + 1)-th "initiation" of the operator u in Nn). If we suppose that :%+1 = ui, then the automaton S turns into the state t(q, ui) and the current content of the range locations R(u) is changed in accordance with the function fa, the values of its arguments being taken out of the c, where c is again the contents of D(u) before the (s + 1)-st initiation of u in Nn.
iii. If for every prefix Nn of the word N the word Nnx satisfies the requirements i.-ii. (n ~ k ~ 0, x ~ X), then we suppose that in N there exists xj(j > k) such that xj = x. (Finite delay property of [1] .)
The set off all the computations of S confirmed by ] is denoted as S(]).
A K-M schema S is called one-valued if for every interpretation ] the set S(J)
involves not more than one computation (i.e., every interpretation confirms not more than one computation). Proof. Let us build the K-M schema S' = (M, U, X, Q', qo', t') for an arbitrary t(-M schema S = (M, U, X, Q, q0, t), where O = {ul,..., uU}, in the following way:
1. Q' -Q × {0, 1,..., n} × {0, 1}.
2. q0' --(q0,0, 0).
3. t'((q, rnl, m~), hi), where (q, ml, m2) c Q' is defined iff the following conditions are fulfilled simultaneously:
3.3. If there exists k such that k > m 1 and t(q, ti k) is defined, then i is the least of such k; if such k does not exist, then i is the least of such j (j = 1 .... , n) that t(q, ti i) is defined.
4. If t'((q, ml, m2), ti i) is defined, then it is equal to (t(q, tii), m 1 + 1 (mod n), 1). q, ml, m2) , ui i) = (t(q, u/), rnl, 0).
t'((
We may say informally that the initiations and terminations of operators (when ms equals 0 and 1 accordingly) occur in turn in the schema S. In every moment of initiation, if some operators of the set {urn1+1,..., u n} can be initiated in the K-M schema S by a proper state q, then in S that state is initiated, which has the least order number. Otherwise such a "least" operator is sought in the whole set U. This construction satisfies the condition of one-valued and satisfies the condition iii of the definition of a computation.
(This proof is a version of the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [1].)
FLOWCHARTS
Let us take a subclass ,rig' 0 of one-valued K-M schemata S(rvl, U, X, Q, q0, t) in which one of the following two conditions is true for every operator u 6 U.
1. u has exactly one symbol of termination and R(u) va Z. In this case we refer to u as a transformer.
2. u has exactly two symbols of termination (denoted by q-u and --u) and R(u) = Z. In this case we refer to u as a resolver.
The K-M schemata of the class ,aCt' o are known usually as flowcharts. This definition differs from the definitions in [5, 7, and 10] only in that there are sending operators, i.e., the operators u whose sets D(u) and R(u) contain only one element and fu is an identity in all interpretations. The definition also differs from that in [1] for parallel flowchart.
The transition graph of an arbitrary K-M schema S(M, U, X, Q, qo, t) is a graph whose vertices are in a one-to-one correspondence with the set of states Q and there exists an arc from q to q' assigned by a symbol x(q, q' ~ Q, x ~ X) iff t(q, x) = q'. Sometimes some arcs of this graph are omitted for convenience.
In order to receive a clearer representation of the flowchart S(M, U, X, Q, q0, t) one uses usually not a transition graph but a graph which can easily be obtained from the transition graph by transformation shown in Fig. 1 . Here, q and q' are states in Q; i, j are those states to which the proper arcs lead, 1 is a set of arcs leading to vertex q, a is an operator, and p is a resolver.
By a code of a one-valued arbitrary K-M schema S(M, U, X, Q, qo, t) we mean a flowchart S'(M, U, X, Q', q0, t) that will be defined by means of a following transformation of the transition graph of the K-M schema S:
1. If u ~ U, R(u) ~ s~, X.. : {fi, ul,-.., Uk(u)}, where k > 1, then we replace every fragment of the transition graph of the K-M schema S, which is similar to the fragment in Fig. 2 (on the left) , by the corresponding fragment, which is similar to the fragment in Fig. 2 (on the right) , where a is a transformer, pl,..., pk{U)-i are resolvers which are not included in U and which encode the operator u,
2. If u eU, R(u) = ;3, Xu : {6, ul ..... Uk<,)}, where k > 2, then all remains as in the previous point except the following: We do not introduce the transformer, and the arcs, assigned by q_pl, q_p~.,...,q_pk<.~-l, __pk(U)-l, are directed to the vertices 1,..., k(u) --I, k(u) accordingly.
schema S we replace u by p and instead of one arc, assigned by the symbol Ul, there appear two arcs, assigned by symbols +p and --p, which lead to the same vertex.
4. In other respects the transition graphs of S and S' coincide.
The code S' of a K-M schema S has the following properties:
2. Let L be a one-to-one mapping which, for every element of X, brings in correspondence a word which belongs to X' in the following way: are computations for Sy and Sy, at the interpretation J and N : lv31'v~ (here all initiation symbols are eliminated from computations to make them readable.) The fact that (*) is true is due to the following:
1. The subsequences of the "termination" symbols of the operators u and v do not depend on each other but only on an interpretation.
2. The "lossless" operator w is switched on two times in N.
3. As the subsequence u2u8 in the words 1 and 1' can appear only after a similar previous subsequence of the "termination" symbols of the operator u, then these subsequences are equal, and it means that p : p' and i I : i1',... , ip : ip'. due to (*) by a commutative of the symbols of Ny which does not destroy the subsequence of the "termination" symbols of either the operators u or the operator v. It easy to see that 1. Such a sequence of "termination" symbols is confirmed by the interpretation ].
2. This sequence transforms Sy, into the state q]'.
Hence this sequence is a computation for Sy, confirmed by the interpretation ]. Thus it is already easy to derive that q~" is accessible in S,7, at ]. Note 1. The problem of recognition of the existence of a finite computation for an arbitrary finite one-valued K-M schema S is unsolved. (In fact, if Syy, is transformed into S~y, so that in the state q~' the computation is stopped but after the states q~' and q~ it continues infinitely long, then the discussed question is again reduced to the "Post problem".) Note 2. Unsolvability of the problem of the state accessibility for the set K-M schemata of Syy' is due to the three reasons:
1. "Repeated copies" of the operators u, v, w in the transition graph S W .
2. Commutation of the operators u and v.
3. "Repeated sendings" of the operator w.
As to the repeated sendings, the problem of the state accessibility is unsolved without them in passing to the set of infinite one-valued K-M schemata, i.e., to such schemata for which Q is an infinite set.
The K-M schema gyy, constructed by us is such that the state (ql y, A) of this schema is accessible iff the state qr 1 is accessible in Syy, • Thus the problem of accessibility of the states (ql y, A)in the class of the schemata {g~,} is reduced to the problem of accessibility of the states ql y in the class of the schemata {Sw} and is therefore unsolvable. In this case the schemata ~yy, have no reset operators of the kindw from Syy,. To make it more clear it is possible to change the definition of the schema Syy, replacing the fragment from "... of infinite one-valued K-M schemata..." up to the end of the definition of the schema as follows:
... of infinite one-valued K-M schemata Let us assume an interpretational, nondegenerate equivalence relation. Then it is easy to see that S and S' are nonequivalent iff the state q is accessible in S. Hence, due to Theorem 2 and its corollary, it is easy to get that the equivalence problem is undecidable for finite one-valued K-M flowcharts.
"It remains to show that there exist the schemata S and S' satisfying the above conditions. As S we can take the schemata S*, which differs from Sy r, only in one new operator u* (Xu. ----{fi*, ut*, R(u*) = {r}), in two new states q*, q**, and t* can be obtained from tyy, only by letting t*(q~', u*) = q*, t*(q*, ul*) = q**-Here the operator u* plays the role of the lossless operator, and qF, that state from the proof. The schema Sy~, will be taken as the schema S'."
Let us give some examples of interpretational nondegenerate equivalence relations (in the set of finite one-valued K-M schemata).
1. The above mentioned 0-equivalence relation.
2. K-M schemata St and $3 are functionally equivalent if each interpretation confirms either simultaneously infinite computations for these K-M schemata, or such simultaneously finite computations which define one and the same finite content of the memory (at one and the same initial data of the memory).
The undecidability of the functional equivalence problem is proved in [5] for extending the set of K-M schemata by means of special Algol operators r i : = rj (see the introduction of this paper).
3. Let r ~ M and r(Ni) (i = 1, 2) be the sequences of integers which are constructed on the ground of N i = X 1 "" X n "", as follows. Let us get the sequence (Nl) r replacing each symbol x,(n ~ I, x, ~ t h , j ~ 1, r ~ R(u)) for the number which is appropriate to variable r as a result of the switching of x a . The numerical subsequence of (Ni) r is r(Ni). The K-M schemata S 1 and $2 are equivalent in this history of cells if each interpretation J confirms such computations N 1 and N 2 of $1 and S2 that for each variable r : r(N 0 -----r(N2).
The equivalence relation is introduced in [1]. 4. Let/'(N1) (i = 1, 2) be the graph plotted on N t -----xl ,..., xu ,... as follows. All the pairs (x, n), where x --: x~ (n ~ 1), are the vertices of the graph. From vertex (x, n) to vertex (x', n'), the arc, marked r, is directed iff, when n < n', x is "termination" symbol of some operator u, x' is the "initiation" symbol of some operator u', r ~ R(u) r ~ D(u') and for each transformer u", such that x I is a some "termination" symbol of the operator u" and n < j < n', and it is true that r ~ R(u"). The K-M schemata S1 and $2 are equivalent in the information graph if every interpretation J confirms such computations N 1 and N2 that information graphs F(N1) and F(N2) are equal.
Ianov's [16] equivalence (with decidable equivalence problem) and semigroup equivalence are examples of noninterpretational, nondegenerate relations.
Let us define semigroup equivalence and for it give the following result (see [11] ), in which some sufficient conditions for decidability of the group equivalence problem are formulated.
Let all the transforms of U as well as a unique element • ~ U be generatrices of a semi-group G. A finite set of defining relations, which define the relation of equality --of the words of the semigroup, is given. Let/, be an arbitrary one-valued mapping G in B, and each element of B associate some element of {+p, --p} to each resolver p~U.
Finite operational schemata Si(rvI, u,X, Qi,q0', t,) (i : 1, 2) are equivalent relatively to the semigroup G iff for each function/z the words c1($1, p) and c2($2,/~) are simultaneously finite and equal in the semigroup G, where c i (i : 1, 2) is a finite content of the memory M as a result of the computation Ni, if we assume that
